DO YOU WANT TO BE A LETTER CARRIER? pdf
1: What Should I Expect at an Interview for a Mail Carrier? | www.enganchecubano.com
Education. USPS requires no additional education for mail carriers beyond a high school diploma. However, they do
require that all candidates must have basic competency in reading and speaking English.

Why is this important to a company? Replacing someone who leaves soon after being hired can cost a
company an astronomical amount , so there is a real incentive for hiring managers to make good, thoroughly
thought-out hiring decisions. No company wants to hire someone who will likely get bored or leave as soon as
something else comes along. You are likely to encounter an interview question about career goals at some
point during your job search. These career goals may be more tactical and executional in nature. Move onto
long-term goals. These career goals are more strategic, in that they are the big picture goals that help you
progress toward your end goal. Simply listing your goals does not make a strong argument. Be both specific
and succinct. Describing your plan demonstrates that you are thinking critically about both your career and
your future with the company. Focus on the employer. How will your specific goals help to benefit the
employer? You need to make connections here, and put them front and center in your response. Brevity is the
soul of wit. Keep it simple and clear. No one wants to listen to you talk for 15 or 20 minutes about the
granular details of your career objectives. Above all, be sure that you relate your objectives back to the role,
and to the employer. Try to bring up skills and traits that you have that would help you do the job. Make sure
the career goals you talk about have the potential to happen at the company you are interviewing with. Answer
the question honestly and in a way that assures the interviewer that you are genuinely interested in working
forâ€”and staying withâ€”the company. Final Thoughts Knowing where you want to be, and who you want to
be professionally, in the future, is not an easy task. Articulating it succinctly presents even more of a
challenge. Then move on and inquire about the goals for the position, and growth opportunities at the
company. Put our resume builder or resume examples to use and craft a top-notch resume in no time at all.
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2: The Postal Service and Its Obligation | USPS Office of Inspector General
If you are hired for a mail carrier position, you are likely to get assigned to a delivery route that needs to be filled, rather
than have the opportunity to select a personal route preference. Your ability to assess your surroundings and find your
way to residential and business addresses is essential to the job.

You want to be a carrier in the post office, but which position is best for you? These positions are part-time,
every Saturday and any time the regular carrier needs off work. In most offices, you will have to provide your
own vehicle, in which you get paid an Equipment Maintenance Allowance EMA on top of the hourly wage.
Sometimes, it can take a long time to become a regular rural carrier. Once you become a Regular Rural
Carrier, then you will begin receiving health benefits, annual, sick leave and can contribute to the Thrift
Savings Plan. Rural Carriers are not paid an hourly wage. The routes are evaluated; this is determined by a
yearly mail count, your pay will be based on the evaluation of the route. You will have to drive on the right
hand side of the vehicle, so you would need an appropriate car. Some offices provide their rural carriers with a
postal vehicle, but in most cases you would need your own. As a carrier, you are out in all types of weather;
ice, snow, rain, etc. You have to be prepared for any type of weather. Rural Carriers usually spend about hours
in the office casing their mail and hours out on the street. Of course, every day is different; it all depends on
the mail volume. Mondays and the day after a holiday are usually high volume mail days. If you like driving a
vehicle and being outside, this is the job for you. City Carriers for the most part, do not drive a vehicle to
deliver their mail. They will park the vehicle and then get out and walk for several blocks delivering the mail
house to house. One of the offices I worked in, we had two city carriers; one of them walked 18 miles a day
and the other walked 4 miles a day. Being a City Carrier, you also will be working in all types of weather;
snow, ice, hot, humid, etc. You will need to be prepared for all types of inclement weather. City Carriers have
to wear a uniform and will receive a uniform allowance every year to purchase the clothes that are required.
Full-time City Carriers receive health benefits, annual, sick leave and can contribute to the Thrift Savings
Plan. They are hired to work days and then can be reappointed provided they are performing well. They also
qualify for health benefits after the day probation. Both positions would require taking the Entrance Exam. A
postal exam study guide titled Post Office Jobs , the 5th edition, helps you prepare for the exam and it is
available at bookstores or check out a copy from your local library. For more information on rural mail carrier
and city post office jobs, including the latest postal pay scales , visit www.
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3: A Guide to Rural and City Post Office Carrier Jobs | Federal Jobs Blog
Before beginning the application process, you will need to figure out if you would be happy as a letter carrier. Like all
jobs, this will depend on your personality, lifestyle, and skill set. The happiest and most effective letter carriers will be
"morning people.".

Postal Service hires non-career employees to supplement its regular workforce and reduce staffing costs.
Non-career employees are temporary workers who do not receive full employee benefits and privileges. In
fiscal year FY , the Postal Service employed an average of about , non-career employees. The Postal Service
has four crafts that constitute the non-career employee portfolio: In October , the Postal Service created a CCA
recruitment and retention strategy to provide field Human Resources staff, managers, and supervisors with
resources and strategies for the recruitment and retention of CCAs. Subsequently, the Postal Service created
initiatives for FY to reduce turnover and improve training. Our objective in this project was to assess
non-career employee turnover and identify opportunities to optimize non-career staffing. Because the Postal
Service needs a flexible workforce and is facing a tightening labor market, we may conduct further work on
the strategic use of this key resource in the future. What the OIG Found Opportunities exist to reduce
non-career employee turnover by addressing factors such as scheduling flexibility, physical demands of the
job, and supervisory relationships that contributed to non-career employee turnover. In FY , the combined
annual turnover rate for all four non-career crafts was Leveraging best practices in establishing and
implementing mentoring and training activities for all crafts could help reduce these high turnover rates.
Lastly, unit managers did not always review workhour reports and submit non-career separation forms timely.
Consequently, 1, of 2, These conditions occurred because the Postal Service does not have a recruitment and
retention strategy to help reduce attrition rates to sustainable levels and ensure all non-career crafts are
appropriately mentored and trained. In addition, they did not ensure that areas and districts implemented
mentoring and training activities outlined in the CCA strategic plan. Lastly, unit managers were not required
to evaluate workhour reports to identify and timely remove separated employees. Furthermore, as the Postal
Service converts many non-career employees to career employees, investments in mentoring and training
would better prepare the employees for both current and future roles. Lastly, when a district or site reaches its
maximum complement and does not remove separated employees from payroll, the system does not update to
reflect a vacancy and replacements cannot be hired. The Postal Service took corrective action by
implementing a field onboarding program nationwide beginning October 1, This program will include
pre-hire communication, employee orientation, on-the-job training for all crafts, and updated rural and city
carrier academies. Therefore, we are not making any recommendations regarding training. What the OIG
Recommended We recommended management establish a comprehensive non-career employee strategic plan
for all crafts that addresses contributing factors identified by Postal Service data and an oversight process to
ensure areas and districts implement retention activities. We also recommended management institute formal
requirements for unit managers to evaluate workhour reports to identify and timely remove separated
employees.
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4: 14 Secrets of U.S. Postal Carriers | Mental Floss
The interview process was a group interview. Where they lecture you for about two hours on how hard the job is. Then
you get individual interviews. They don't ask anything hard. I asked more Questions then the interviewer.

United States[ edit ] In the United States , there are three types of mail carriers: Letter Carriers are also subject
to "pivoting" on a daily basis. Rural carriers are under a form of salary called "evaluated hours", usually with
overtime built into their pay. The evaluated hours are created by having all mail counted for a period of two or
four weeks, and a formula used to create the set dollar amount they will be paid for each day worked until the
next time the route is counted. Highway Contract Routes are awarded to the lowest bidder, and that person
then either carries the route themselves or hires carriers to fulfill their contract to deliver the mail. Letter
carriers typically work urban routes that are high density and low mileage. These routes are classified as either
"mounted" routes for those that require a vehicle or "walking" routes for those that are done on foot. When
working a mounted route, letter carriers usually drive distinctive white vans with the logo of the United States
Postal Service on the side and deliver to curbside and building affixed mailboxes. Carriers who walk generally
also drive postal vehicles to their routes, park at a specified location, and carry one "loop" of mail, up one side
of the street and back down the other side, until they are back to their vehicle. This method of delivery is
referred to as "park and loop". Letter carriers may also accommodate alternate delivery points in cases where
"extreme physical hardship" is confirmed. However, now that former rural areas are being urbanized, their
routes are growing very similar to mounted "city routes". Rural carriers often use their own vehicles and are
not required to wear a uniform. Because of urbanization around cities and because rural carriers deliver mail at
less cost to the Postal Service, the rural carrier craft is the only craft in the Postal Service which is growing.
Highway Contract Route carriers work routes that were established with a density of less than one customer
per mile driven some later grow denser, and can then be converted to rural delivery. They are only mounted
routes, and all HCR carriers use their own vehicle. These routes are typically found in outlying areas, or
around very small communities. The three types of mail carriers are also hired quite differently. As a result,
there are thousands of RCA positions that go unfilled due to a lack of applicants, and are being covered by
other RCAs until hiring improves [9] for the hiring process explained. Highway Contract Route carriers are
hired by the winning bidder for that route. They are not United States Postal Service employees, and normally
receive lower pay than carriers on city or rural routes. Women carriers[ edit ] Women have been transporting
mail in the United States since the late s. Mary Fields , nicknamed "Stagecoach Mary", was the first black
woman to work for the USPS, driving a stagecoach in Montana from until the early s. Rob Arnold , a
chart-topping popstar from New Zealand Raymond van Barneveld , who worked as a postman before
becoming a professional darts player Olivier Besancenot , candidate for the French presidential elections in
and
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5: How to Become a City Carrier Assistant 1 & 2 (Mail Carrier)
Without my letter carrier, this hobby of mine would be a lot less fun. My letter carrier has a hard job. I'm sure there is a
lot of debate, most justified, about the payroll and benefits enjoyed by the common postal worker in contrast to the
amount of money the Postal Service is bleeding off every month.

Emotional strength Compassionate The listed are traits that every nurse needs to be in a position to take good
care of patients. Luckily, I possess the traits and I saw it as a sign that nursing was really what I was meant to
go into. However, the attributes are applicable to a number of professions. What counts is the personal choices
that we make. Why I want to be a nurse essay expresses why anyone can be a nurse but it is the choices that
we make that really dictate what we eventually end up doing. One thing is certain though, nursing is not for
the faint of heart and requires a lot of sacrifice and patience. For a nurse, it is even more challenging
considering that they are dealing with people in pain who at times tend to be rude and harsh. A professional
nurse understands that these people are just in pain and scared. All they require is a kind gesture and
reassurance, and they will be good. Nursing is all about helping people and giving them hope! Order Now
Income It would be unrealistic not to acknowledge that money plays a significant role in the career path that
we take. Of course, as I researched nursing, I had to check out how much income I would be making.
Different nurses earn different wages, depending on their specialty. We need cash to survive. Conclusion
When I finally figured out what I wanted, I got a chance to volunteer at a clinic within my locality. I had a
chance to interact with more professionals and my conviction rose. The way they went about their duties was
inspiring in every manner. The love that they portrayed for what they do was just impressive. When you love
what you do, you help make a difference and enjoy it. Other than the volunteer work being an inspiration, it
made me realize that palliative care is actually fun and not as stressful as most individuals perceive. Why I
want to become a nurse essay highlights the fact that my decision to be one is driven by the desire to care for
and help those that are unwell from illnesses. Sickness comes with challenges and at times those around you
are the ones who will help you overcome the ailment. My inner desires and the professionals that I have
encountered have been an inspiration to me. I am more than certain that nursing is the career I want to get into.
This is why I want to be a nurse!
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6: Planning to retire | National Association of Letter Carriers AFL-CIO
A City Carrier Assistant job is your route to a career position. PSE and Assistant jobs are late breaking news. Some of
these newly created jobs were introduced only months ago.

Postal Service deliver mail to homes and businesses and collect outgoing mail. They work in all kinds of
weather, as well as on Saturdays, sometimes carrying heavy mailbags while delivering on foot. In addition,
full-time workers earn 13 days of annual leave per year for the first three years and an additional 13 sick days.
Postal workers get 10 paid holidays per year, in addition to other benefits, as of Education USPS requires no
additional education for mail carriers beyond a high school diploma. However, they do require that all
candidates must have basic competency in reading and speaking English. Focusing on English comprehension,
spelling, memorization and reading will assist the future applicant in gaining this sought-after job. Test All
applicants must take and pass Test for consideration of a postal service job. The written test contains five
timed sections that cover address checking, forms completion, coding, memory, and personal characteristics
and experience inventory. The minimum passing score is 70, but applicants who score higher have a better
chance of attaining employment. USPS gives preference to military veterans. The guide provides sample
exercises that mimic the test in style and format. Other Requirements Mail carriers must be at least 18 years
old unless they already have a high school diploma; those holding an early diploma may apply at age All
applicants must pass a drug screen. Additionally, USPS requires at least two years of documented driving
experience. USPS runs criminal checks and looks at both past employment history and military record when
applicable to assist with the decision-making process. Qualities USPS requires mail carriers to have the
stamina to walk their route and carry mailbags on their shoulders. Applicants must be able to lift mail trays
weighing up to 70 pounds and carry mailbags weighing up to 35 pounds. Mail carriers need customer service
skills, including friendliness and courtesy, because they deal with the public while collecting postage fees,
obtaining signatures and answering questions from their patrons. Because mail delivery occurs six days a
week, as of , a mail carrier must be willing to work weekends and outdoors in any kind of weather.
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7: I want to be a mail carrier. What will my salary be? - The Globe and Mail
Nature of Work. Clerks and carriers are distinguished by the type of work they do. Clerks are usually classified by the
mail processing function they perform, whereas carriers are classified by their type of route; city or rural.

Nature of Work Clerks and carriers are distinguished by the type of work they do. Clerks are usually classified
by the mail processing function they perform, whereas carriers are classified by their type of route; city or
rural. About mail processing centers throughout the country service post offices in surrounding areas and are
staffed primarily by postal clerks. Postal clerks at local post offices sort local mail for delivery to individual
customers and provide retail services such as selling stamps and money orders, weighing packages to
determine postage, and checking that packages are in satisfactory condition for mailing. Clerks also register,
certify, and insure mail and answer questions about postage rates, post office boxes, mailing restrictions, and
other postal matters. Occasionally, they may help a customer file a claim for a damaged package. Once the
mail has been processed and sorted, it is ready to be delivered by mail carriers. Duties of city and rural carriers
are very similar. Most travel established routes delivering and collecting mail. Mail carriers start work at the
post office early in the morning, where they spend a few hours arranging their mail for delivery and taking
care of other details. Carriers may cover the route on foot, by vehicle, or a combination of both. On foot, they
carry a heavy load of mail in a satchel or push it in a cart. In some urban and most rural areas, they use a car or
small truck. Although the Postal Service provides vehicles to city carriers, most rural carriers use their own
automobiles. Deliveries are made house-to-house, to roadside mailboxes, and to large buildings. Besides
delivering and collecting mail, carriers collect money for postage-due and c. If a customer is not home, the
carrier leaves a notice that tells where special mail is being held. After completing their routes, carriers return
to the post office with mail gathered from street collection boxes, homes, and businesses. They turn in the mail
receipts and money collected during the day and may separate letters and parcels for further processing by
clerks. The duties of some city carriers may be very specialized; some deliver only parcel post while others
collect mail from street boxes and receiving boxes in office buildings. In contrast, rural carriers provide a wide
range of postal services. In addition to delivering and picking up mail, they sell stamps and money orders and
accept parcels, letters, and items to be registered, certified, or insured. In addition to their regularly scheduled
duties, carriers often participate in neighborhood service programs in which they check on elderly or shut-in
patrons or notify the police of any suspicious activities along their route. Postal clerks and mail carriers are
classified as casual, part-time flexible, part-time regular, or full time. Casual workers help process and deliver
mail during peak mailing or vacation periods. Part-time flexible workers do not have a regular work schedule
or weekly guarantee of hours; they replace absent workers and help with extra work as the need arises.
Part-time regulars have a set work schedule of less than 40 hours per week. Full-time postal employees work a
hour week over a 5-day period. However, other conditions vary according to work assignments and the type of
labor saving machinery available. In small post offices, mail handlers use hand trucks to move heavy mail
sacks from one part of the building to another and clerks may sort mail by hand. In large post offices and mail
processing centers, chutes and conveyors move the mail, and much of the sorting is done by machines. Despite
the use of automated equipment, the work of mail handlers and postal clerks can be physically demanding.
These workers are usually on their feet, reaching for sacks and trays of mail or placing packages and bundles
into sacks and trays. Mail handlers and distribution clerks may become bored with the routine of moving and
sorting mail. Many work at night or on weekends because most large post offices process mail around the
clock, and the largest volume of mail is sorted during the evening and night shifts. Window post office clerks,
on the other hand, have a greater variety of duties, frequent contact with the public, and rarely have to work at
night. However, they may have to deal with upset customers, and they are held accountable for the assigned
stock of stamps and for postal funds. Most carriers begin work early in the morning, in some cases as early as
4 a. Carriers who begin work early in the morning are through by early afternoon, and they spend most of the
day on their own, relatively free from direct supervision. Carriers spend most of their time outdoors, and
deliver mail in all kinds of weather. Even those who drive often must walk when making deliveries and must
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lift heavy sacks of parcel post items when loading their vehicles. In addition, carriers always must be cautious
of potential hazards on their routes. Wet roads and sidewalks can be treacherous, and each year numerous
carriers are bitten by unfriendly dogs. It also includes seven other exams for clerical, technician, custodian,
auto mechanic, and other occupations. Also, explore and apply for all job vacancies in the government and
private sectors to improve you chance of employment. You can post your resume online at no cost to expand
your job search. During the online application process, the applicant completes numerous forms and provides
work and education history. Part D of the Postal Exam is taken as a part of your initial online application. If
the Part D assessment rates you acceptable for the position you will be notified within 14 days and directed to
go to a local testing facility to complete Parts A, B and C of the exam. Part D of the postal service exam
evaluates your personal experience, characteristics and tendencies. You will be asked your likes and dislikes,
whether you have experience in certain areas. The Postal Service does not charge anyone to take a postal
exam. Follow the Application Procedures listed on this site to find post office clerk positions in your area.
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8: Post Office Clerks, Mail Carrier Jobs & Working Conditions
I am a City Letter Carrier for the US Postal Service in NY. I've been a city letter carrier for over 17 years and it is the best
job I've ever had. I mostly work 5 days per week (sometimes includes a Saturday) and often have the opportunity for
overtime, which is usually voluntary.

Designing memorials involves helping families of the deceasedâ€”or people looking to plan their own resting
placesâ€”figure out the best way to represent a whole life in a single, permanent monument. Here are 13
secrets of memorial engravers that we gleaned from the experts: What seems tiny to one person might seem
huge to another, and vice versa. And so a monument designer will sit down with clients and discuss the person
the memorial is for, including their hobbies and interests, their family, and other aspects of their livesâ€”then
come up with ways that life could be symbolized in stone or another material. The end result is always unique.
Everyone deals with death differently. Some people want to decide on a memorial immediately after a loved
one dies, while others might take years. It usually takes him just a week or two to come up with preliminary
drawings, but he and the client might go back and forth for up to a year discussing dimensions, prices, and
other factors before the client is percent sure about the design. Then Lundgren drafts up a contract, and
typically finishes up the memorial in six months or so. Dioguardi estimates that crafting a memorial takes
around eight to 10 weeks at his company. First, however, customers typically come in for two or even three
consultation visits where they learn about the process, talk about design ideas, decide on something, and
finally come up with a contract. Greg Lundgren In the course of creating a monument, "you become very
deeply engaged with the family," Lundgren says, much more so than you would in any other sort of
designer-client relationship. Talking about a deceased loved one and trying to come up with a design that will
adequately capture who they were as a person is naturally more intimate than if you were designing, say, a
piece of furniture or a new kitchen. The process can create a relationship that lasts beyond the scope of the
project itself. His biggest advice is to follow the old adage "less is more. You can choose something for
yourself before you go. Ruth was a stray Australian shepherd his client found on the street, and when she died,
he was heartbroken. To honor her memory, Lundgren created a bronze and stainless steel urn. Ruth had one
brown eye and one blue eye, so he incorporated two semiprecious stones, one brown and one blue. The result
is an urn that looks more like a piece of modern art than a memorial for a deceased pet. How your memorial is
made depends a lot on who you commissioned it from. He labels himself a designer, and says much of what he
does is really graphic design. Rome Monument uses an automated sandblaster for lettering, but also uses
chisels and other tools to create designs by hand. If a family comes in and asks for a gravestone with a rose on
it, one of their sculptors will actually carve that rose into the stone freehand. You can commission a memorial
from any designer, and then have it delivered and installed in that cemetery. Both Dioguardi and Lundgren
design and ship memorials to cemeteries all over the country. Lundgren, in fact, has designed memorials for
installation all over the world. He has designed memorials shaped like giant boomboxes and unicorn heads,
hot pink headstones, and all manner of custom sculptures. That goes for the industry as a whole, not just his
firm. The only thing that truly limits what kind of memorial you can design for your loved one is your
budgetâ€” and your imagination. While you may own the gravesite itself, there are still certain rules you have
to abide by. These restrictions can even vary within cemeteries. In one cemetery Rome Monument has worked
with, for instance, some areas are restricted to bronze monuments, while monuments in another section have to
be granite. Part of his job is simply educating cemeteries and funeral homes about what long-lasting materials
are possible. He suggests that it could be a demographic pattern.
9: How to Become a Mailman: 8 Steps (with Pictures) - wikiHow
A mail carrier, mailman, mailwoman, postal carrier, postman, postwoman, or letter carrier (in American English),
sometimes colloquially known as a postie (in Australia, New Zealand, Scotland, and other parts of the United Kingdom),
is an employee of a post office or postal service, who delivers mail and parcel post to residences and businesses.
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